Effects of azelaic acid and its derivatives selection in nanovesicles on cell lines
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New drugs development is difficult rather time consuming in the process, expensive
involving preclinical testing, investigational new drug application, clinical trials and FDA
approval. Liposomes and niosomes are nanovesicles which have been widely used as drug
carriers. The encapsulation of drugs in these vesicular systems offers several advantages,
including the modification of the lipophilicity and hydrophilicity, decreasing of toxicity,
increasing of stability in circulation time and absorption of the drug. The azelaic acid (AA)
nanovesicles and its derivatives compose of AA was modified by complexing AA wicvcdth
hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin dAACD) and AA was improved to diethyl azelate (DA) by
esterification with Fischer reaction for pharmaceutical was determined. AA AACD and DA
were incorporated in liposomes and noisome with the compositions of L-α-dipalmitoyl
phosphatidylcholine/cholesterol and Tween 61/cholesterol. AA, AACD and DA and AA,
AACD and DA in nanovesicles, using MTT assay in three cancer cell lines (HeLa, KB and
B16F10) comparing with vincristine, were investigated. AACD showed the highest potency
comparing to AA in HeLa, KB and B16F10 AA entrapped in liposomes more potent than the
free AA, and less potent than vincristine. When entrapped in bilayer vesicles, DA and
AACD were more effective than AA in killing cancer cells. AACD entrapped in liposomes
gave the highest anti-proliferation activity in HeLa cell lines with the IC50 more potent than
vincristine and AA. DA in liposomes demonstrated the IC50 less potent than vincristine in
KB cell lines, while in B16F10 AACD in niosomes showed the IC50 less potent than
vincristine. This study has suggested that the modification of AA by derivatization and
complexation as well as the entrapment in bilayer vesicles can enhance its therapeutic
efficacy. However, the cytotoxicity of AA and its derivatives incorporated nanovesicular
formulations on mouse epidermal cell lines (JB6,normal cell lines), using the SRB assay was
modest when compared with cisplatin. Plain liposomes and niosomes gave no growth
inhibitory effect. AA incorporated nanovesicles has been proved has antiproliferative effect
in cancer cell lines. Furthermore, the safety of AA and its derivatives when incorporated in
nano vesicles has been showed no toxicity to normal cell lines.
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Discussion and Conclusion
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From other literatures, many cancer drugs were chossed by the targeted cancer cell such as structure, bio marker or energy and food etc. However, in this study was different. AA gave
IC50 values all three cell lines. However AA was entrapped nano vesicles shows the selective cancer cells that maybe the target of cancer cells can not suitable for drug loaded-nano
vesicles. Liposomes loaded drug (AA and AACD) gave IC50 in HeLa, in simple AA is the major drug and CD just the complex of AA, CD helps the solubility of AA and the complex was
move to the water layer of liposoms. Thus AA and AACD entrapment in liposome which gave the same pattern. However, DA was modified AA to ester structure which gave different
pattern, it gave IC50 in KB cells it maybe DA move to lipid layer of liposoms. Niosome entrapped AA AACD and DA gave IC50 in B16 F10. Niosome is produced by surfactant, it maybe
solubilize the cell wall of B16 F10 but not destroy the HeLa and KB. Moreover niosome entrapped with DA gave IC50 values all cancerous cells. Thus the selective, they must prove in
simple that the nanovesicles entrapped AA DA and AACD must choose two steps to act cell lines. They maybe study in deeply the mechanism of the selection such as Direct killing
through the release of harmful products, Direct cytolysis of cancer cells and Indirect killing by recruitment of other immune cells that can lyse the cancer cells. In SRB assay on JB6
normal cells which use for prove safety AA DA and AACD with entrapped or without entrapped drug. From figure 3, 4 gave safety for JB6 cells but AA and AACD gave different
because of acidity of drug to destroy cell lines and DA which saturated concentration.

